MannaLive: Wow, What an Event!
April 27, 2020
•
•
•
•

Weekly Product and Business Meeting – Every Saturday, 10 AM CT.
https://zoom.us/j/215452258 or www.allaboutmannatech.com
Next TNL, April 28th www.allaboutmannatech.com
Mannatech 3 Lap Mini Incentive - Where are you in the incentive for the Third lap?
New Mannatech Gig Video in the Library:
https://library.mannatech.com/resources/view_video_asset?asset_id=11644

The Major Speakers
Al Bala: "Don't start digging your well when you are thirsty...be prepared"
1. Sona Van der hoop...Prepare for the Day
a. Beginners Mind: let go of things that block your understanding and be open to hear
b. Pursue Greatness: Your uniqueness is your power; different is good
c. Seize the Day...Carpe Diem; focus and stay present in the moment
Make the best of the day, leave nothing on the table. Play full out...
The present moment is the door to all moments.
2. Leone van der Linde, told her great story of how they got started
Saw the contribution with the feeding the children; working with Luciano,
and they run their organization; very structured, very directed, consistent leadership
throughout. (much like what we see with Happy Team, South Korea, other successful
organizations).
3. Dr Steve Nugent
a. Why our aloe is the Best...we are the only ones who have Acemannan
(defined as 1-2 million dalton count molecular weight and no one else has that)
b. Ambrotose Life has 2X the amount of manapol as Advanced
c. Ambroguard is yet another awesome distinction as again it is exclusive to us as only
one manufacturer. This product cannot be duplicated.
Better response to vaccinations if have Arabnogalactan (immune system modulator)
7 brains studies on memory with this product (Arabinogalactan alone)
d. GIPro:
Epithelial cells line the intestine...create barrier for pathogens
But, also there to assist in absorption of nutrients; so having a healthy epithelial
barrier is important to all of us
Gnome studies: top three microbes in GI Pro
Vitamin C and Zinc critical for immune function
"WE are the immune Support Company"
Classic Ambrotose soon to have veggie based glucosamine

4. Tim Altvater, Director of Sales North America
Customer Referral Program
25% Customer Loyalty Credits bonus paid to the Customer who refers; upline
Associate gets 15% first time order bonus
All volume goes into the Power Seller Bonus
Power Seller Bonus (your personal orders and all your customers)
1. min: 200PPV, then earn 10% of total with at least 2 or more customers
If get to 500PPV, then increases to 15% of all orders (at 500 = $75)
5. Ben Mayo, Mannatech+ App and how to use
Market and language for each country
App filters for each country... content is filtered as well
Using App to send, you will know when someone clicks on something...you get notice
You can post on Social Media - Email, Social Media, all from the APP
It also can get through fire walls because it comes from you, your phone and not
Mannatech website
Not a cold marketing tool; meant for 1 on 1 communication
Recommend: take the free version and work with it; if like, upgrade to premium version
6. Sarah Bowen, Landen Frederick
The need to raise $250,000 to ship 3 truckloads of meals
Fundraising occurred throughout the day; keep working on it
7. Stan Frederick...there are Winners and Losers
Discussed the Japanese
Never give up no matter what it looks like;
Ships went down but 317 heros; common theme is "never give up"
Be selfless and serving; help as many as you can especially at a time like now
Stan "Mannatech is the selfless and serving company"
8. The Ultimate Gig Economy: John Fleming
See my Monday Call on February 17, 2020
40-50% of our work force today in GIG; growing at a rate of 8.1%
Average income earned is $299 per month!
Critical to understand this as it is our Economy/our future
Is Direct Sales at an Inflection point...tremendous opportunity for ALL of us
9. 10 reasons why Mannatech is the Ultimate GIG: Merri-jo Hillaker
See the attached chart.
Understand this is a perfect opportunity for us at Mannatech to succeed...
so many looking, many never getting their jobs back post-Pandemic; learn the
distinctions so they do not choose lesser
10. Tax Advantages of Home Based Business: Courtney Epps
11. Add, Tag, Message on Facebook: Judy Quick, Loredana Zinca

Attraction Marketing: 4 new FB sites...Free now but come next week, not open
so approval required. (Ultimate Gig, MtruHelath, etc.)
Judy Quick: just talked about her age...how Mannatech has built this group, provided
trainers and made it easy for anyone to do ATM
Loredana Zinca...loves it and is doing well
4 Sections on the tracker...can download pdf; have 4 for month...90 day Run
Weekly tasks: Personal dev part (Mindset is 95%, skillset 5%)
Feed the brain
Value Delivery: what you are giving daily to the crowd
Modules in training teach you all of this
15 post weekly
10-4-1:
10 are "anything you are into" posts
give value tips and have call to action
4 are create curiosity
talk about products...not training, just entice
through curiosity so they message you
Be creative, Be You
1 Direct Promo 1 time a week
She talks product or opportunity
ATM: Add...1 to group
Tag...then tag them into a video (@ ____________ to invite)
Message...then go back into Messenger ("hey by the way I just invited
you to a site with my company...so you can see the info I tagged")
Connection: now you start interacting with people, Discover 5 new friends
everyday
Leave 3 meaningful messages to people outside Mtech daily
5 FB stories
If resonating, and something you can say
this message goes directly with them into messenger
1 LIVE per day
12. Facebook Marketing: James Hannan and Naomi Joy
Grow business on FB with the 7 "E"'s
4.5 billion people on line...3.8 billion are using social media. Where are you?
1/2 the world population will be using social media
build relationships and credibility around our products
#1. Have a Plan
#2. Have goals
#3. Know where your target groups are/what social media sites
#4. Build Relationships (know like and trust you)
How do you get trust? you show up with CONTENT...valuable and true
10-20 times; not so much about seeing info but interacting with it
be patient
#5. Correct Profile set up...lots of mistakes here
Profile Photo: have a photo of YOU...smiling, look nice; nothing weird

Cover Photo...this one you can change but NOT Profile
Intro: few short words
About section: hobbies, interests, make sure you are a real person
NEVER link your profile back to Mannatech
Go to risesocialmedia.com/mannatechlive
Other FB trends now:
1. Groups: FB putting a lot of emphasis on groups
2. FB Stories...these are the way of the future
"prime real estate"...great way to connect
get Ebook on above link as well!
#6. Creating Content
Hacking the FB Algorythm
Learn to work with it
Produce content that people are actually interested in
Most comments, likes and shares
Yu want to attract emogi's Love, hearts, etc.. This helps a lot right now!
FB has 100,000 formulas in algorythms
4 Big Factors
1. Who posted content
2. What kind of content
3. What time posted
4. What kind of engagement:
Reactions
Comments
Emotions
Likes...this still matters but top 3 are more important
2. What are you posting?
Not always babies, puppies and kittens
following is committed w/ niche you are going after
What are your customers interested in/want?
If talking energy, then stay on that
3. Content types:
video -go live
photos but make sure connect with message
Content is King
Consistency is Queen
The 7 "E"s
1. Encourage
2. Educate people
3. Excite...Launch
4. Expose
5. Empathize
6. Entertain
7. Engage Interacting is vital; you ask Q's and they respond
Once engaged,

1) Send a message "Hey ------, thank you for.....Would you mind talking
(what it is), or "what is it you would like to talk about?"
2) If in ATM, use good quality content
3) Show you are a part of a TEAM they can be part of
Go to Rise site and get all the info
risesociamedia.com/mannatechlive
13. Facebook Ads: Tammy Lane
Tammy is the best! I went to her FB Bootcamp and took Paulette and Amanda
Her 3 day program is terrific...FREE; learn a ton and then decide...go further?
She was cut off on the MannaLive, so will be doing another short piece for everyone.
14. Truhealth; Mindset and Motion: Ashley Torian
Announced the winner for last TruHealth Challenge
Ashley will be doing some mindset work going forward
15. "Unstoppable Confidence" Amanda Latrelle interviewing Andrew Leedham, the author
This book I have read and it is awesome!
a. FEAR OF REJECTION IS A BIG ONE
b. Fear of selling...it is the way it is taught, not the idea of selling
STOP being attached to outcome; instead be of service
Disconnect form outcome
c. Blocks around abundance
It is not something you have, it is something you "Tune Into"
d. We take tons of info in every day
So, you take in dominant thoughts...(conscious)
The top 1% filter out the bad stuff and focus on the truth that helps YOU into
e. Practice List: Write down every day what you are grateful for
f. Confidence is NOT something you have; it is something you develop
JOIN the 1% Club!!
16. Eric Worre
a. The world has been heading into the GIG Economy for years; Pandemic will
accelerate it.
"Everyone in the world needs to explore ways to work from home; otherwise totally
irresponsible!"
People who think those jobs are coming right back...probably not
1) companies are finding ways to not have offices
2) unproductive employees are being exposed
Jobs in video production? GONE
All GIGs are getting killed right now as well...AIRBNB, Uber, etc.
MLM... need to explore all options so many will add this to their list now
6 Weeks ago people were closed minded at an unprecedented level
Now ready!
Our job is not to sell product...
Our job is to educate people...

about our products and opportunity
ONCE they know, they'll say yes or no
During this pandemic. how to prospect without being a predator..
be an educator! INTENTION really matters!
When? NOW. "I believe your company will see the greatest growth in 2020!"
b. How: All business is...is a conversation
Need to have more conversations...10-12 is average daily
Conversation Challenge:
Beginners: 100 conversations in next 7 days
Intermediate: 250 conversations in next 7 days
Advanced: 1,000 conversations in next 7 days
How: Your phone has hundreds/thousands
1) reach out to everyone not in Mannatech
start a conversation like "How are you? How is the family?
Talk about life, health, pandemic, family, work, school, kids,
Then: "Have you heard the news...
GIG, Mannatech, Immune, Whatever...
c. You need to: "endure the loss of esteem from ignorant people!"
Most people if they do not get results on this in 15 seconds they say "This doesn't
work!"
MLM is the opposite of a scam:
"You can't win by hurting someone else!"
"Your paycheck is evidence of the contribution you are making."
"The bigger the paycheck the more people you have helped."
d. If you are going to do this, decide to be a professional...in each activity.
e. The 1-3-5-7 Formula
1 year: for you to become competent and profitable
3 years: of consistent effort: reprogrammed for entrepreneur and making full time income
5 years: to become "a serious earner"
7 years: to become "world class"
e. It is WORTH IT!!!
the people you will help
the community you will build
the friendships you will build
the M5M filling your soul
Mannatech will force you to become a better version of yourself.
f. You need to THINK BIGGER, BE STRONGER, BE FASTER...the World needs you
to show up.
17. Todd Falcone
a. Recruiting Professionals...find doers
our tendency is to "go down the chain"
b. "Perception is Projection"
Ask and you shall receive. Do not pre-judge people.
c. Peek interest question (say see a realtor sign)

connect first "Hey is this Barbara? I just saw your listing. I am entrepreneurial too
and I enjoy working with people in the real estate industry. Let me ask you, Do you at
all keep your options open for things outside your real estate business?"
Especially now because lots of professionals are worried about where they will be ...
Ads: "Listen if you are running this ad, you must be expanding your business...Let me
just ask you one question..."
d. We have the ability to buy people a PLAN B income!
Find business cards everywhere, ads... grab them because you will never know until you
ask.
NOT all are professionals:
already sell
already leaders
make money on commissions
high risk perhaps (work on quotas, etc.)
You tend to go after "street people"
Don't avoid the very best people on your list.
"You have one of the greatest brands in the industry...true science behind your
products."
Talking to higher level people is a social game
to talk to anyone
to hustle
to get out there
to go after with no fear
Gretzky: "I miss 100% of the shots I don't take."
18. Carey Fumerton
Gave her story and her methods of retaining customers
19. MJ Durkin
a. 5 Magic Words
b. Knowledge and Action = Freedom
Many challenges to bring up Mtech products, how do you get in the discussion.
When is the time to succeed? NOW!
25 year old start up company! Our earth needs nourishing now!
c. Mindset to acquiring new customers: how we think? How we feel?
1) Must see yourself as a professional...we help people!
Stop thinking you are doing something "TO" your customer, rather "FOR"
Conversations become easy.
2) You recommend things you like to your friends...why not others?
3) Left to their own devices, your prospect will do 2 things:
a) nothing
b) they will screw it up
d. 3 Keys to acquiring a new customer
1) focus on CPCs: Concerns, Problems and Challenges
2) questions lead to conversations; get really good at asking questions

3) the 5 Magic Words move them into becoming a customer
"Can I make a recommendation?"
go to www.freefromjobs.com...download the free report.
20. Cesar Rodriguez "Be Ten Times Bolder'
Rewire
a. Link pain to not being BOLD...get the wrist band and snap yourself each time you fail
to be bold (Mtech paying for it you just pay for shipping: B10XB.com/mannatech)
His site: cesarlrodriguez.com
b. "You need people but you don't need money."
c. Keep posture strong...when you check out profiles, care before you share
d. Steps
1) Prospecting and invite
2) Follow up
3) Set appt with person
4) Presentation
5) Closing script: Did you see an opportunity for yourself? (MENTAL JUDO:
you don't need anyone) if answer is yes, "Is there anything else you would need to
know before you get started." (delete this last phrase for posture with "if we
would take you on board?")
6) Repeat and duplicate
Posture is #1 thing!
21. Hanson Ma
22. Julia Zhu
23. Tomohisa Godo
24. Germaine Rodriguez

TOP 10 REASONS "WHY MANNATECH" as Your Ultimate GIG!
Let's Compare the Downsides of SOME of these popular GIGS John shared with us today against
what Mannatech has to offer:
#1. Outside overhead: Uber Lyft: Maintaining your car due to wear and tear, gas and oil
expenses,
w/Mtech: none of these outside costs exist as our
business is easily done from home with internet and phone
#2. Investments in inventory: and manufacturing things to sell like for Etsy and others
w/Mannatech the company covers all of that not
YOU...NO inventory required
#3. Waiting for the demand to exist for your services
w/Mannatech you serve others anywhere anytime
no limitation as they are all potential customers/partners by
sharing the health and income available through these
breakthrough products
#4. Produce marketing materials: In other GIGS you have to produce your own
w/ Mannatech they produce all of those terrific
marketing materials for us with incredible websites and library
#5. No passion: How can we get passionate about Uber/other GIGS which mostly are
only about making money...
w/Mannatech we are changing the World through
M5M; We have PURPOSE bigger than ourselves!
#6. No real technology advantages to the typical GIG:
With Mannatech, tremendous technology to support our
efficiency with things like Personal webpages, Mannatech+
Mobile App Weekly Pay, and more...all being used to give us a
tremendous advantage:
#7. Income: remember John Flemings chart on what the average income is for these
different GIGS...here it is if you missed it
w/ Mannatech we have an awesome compensation Plan
to help people get to that $500 to $1000 per month...HOW? Just
teach team 2 team 4 with each associate building out their
Customer Pod and you are already lightyears ahead of the income
produced by these other GIGS
#8. Every other GIG is "One time Pay"...you sell or serve, and you get paid...
w/Mannatech opportunity to build your business by
developing both repeat customers and by recruiting others into
the business, benefitting from their sales success as well. SO
when I get someone started, I not only get paid today but next
month and then the next month and for as long as they keep
ordering as well as their customer with an average time people
stay on our products being NINE and ONE HALF YEARS ... we call
that incredible residual income, something that I have been

enjoying now for 25 years! ."Virtually All other GIGS are merely
exchanging your ONLY LIMITED ASSET which is your TIME... for
dollars. You only have 24 hours per day! My advice: never tie
your net worth to a limited asset (like your time)!
Also, we saw the averages on John FLeming's chart of what these GIGs
made...they were quite low which surprised me! We in
Mannatech beat virtually all of them just with building Team 2/
Team 4!
#9. IN the majority of these GIGs you are out there on your own....
W/ Mannatech ... we are provided with incredible community...
Mannatech provides a community and those relationships are
sometimes in and of itself what keeps the associate base moving
ahead! Incentive trips, recognition and great events like this
MannaLive add fuel to this comradery that can last forever!
#10. These GIGS do not provide any rewards/prizes for greater levels of success..
w/Mannatech you have the opportunity to travel the world. I
have been on 20 Incentive trips with Mannatech all over the
world, as well as going to South Africa, Australia, New Zealand
and Singapore just supporting Mannatech in trainings and
presentations around the world. I have gone through
3 passports with Mannatech and you can too!! As well as having
"friends around the world!"

